
2 March, 2004 

Unto the populace of Atlantia, greetings from Alisoun MacCoul of Elphane, Golden Dolphin Herald! 

Herein you will find the results of the deliberations of the College of Heralds of Atlantia on submissions 
received in February, 2004: 

ACCEPTANCES: 

The following submissions have been accepted and included on a Letter of Intent to the College of Arms 
from Atlantia dated 24 February, 2004: 

Anne of Grenewode. New name and device. Per pale sable and argent, 
between two rabbits sejant erect counterchanged a rose gules.   

Arianna Jewels. New name.  

Caterina Margarita della Rosa. New name.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dorothea Manuela Ponçe. Resubmission of device.  Per pale sable and 
vert, on an artist's palette Or marked of various tinctures two paintbrushes in 
saltire sable.   

 

 

 

 

Eibhlín an Eich Gile.  Resubmission of name and device.  Vert, a horse 
statant and a label argent.   

Elisabeth Fayrebarne. New name.  

Gráinne ingen Lugdach. New name (See RETURNS for device).  

Gwenllian Pengrych ferch Rhys. Resubmission of name.   

Ian Cinnsealach. Change of holding name from Uilliam of Nemenfeld. 
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Isabella da Venezia. Resubmission of device.  Azure, on a chevron between 
three tulips slipped and leaved argent, three tulips slipped and leaved azure.   

Katharine de la Vache. New name. 

Lazaros Tagaris.  New name.   

Leofcwen Tinner.  New name.  

 

 

Olaf Wolbrandt.  New change of name from Óláfr Úlfbrandarson and new 
change of device.  Sable, a fess embattled between three crosses bottony Or.   

 

 

 

 

 

Raghnailt Morgane. New device (See PENDS for change of name).  Or, a 
tree blasted and eradicated sable, on a chief vert three fleams Or.  (Consulting 
Heralds: Tankred Bras-de-Fer and Alisoun MacCoul of Elphane) 

 

 

 

 

 

Robert Maccuswell of Whitherne.  Change of name from holding name of 
Robert of Windmaster’s Hill and resubmission of badge.  (Fieldless) A holly 
leaf per pale azure and argent.   
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Roxana Greenstreet. New device.  Or, eight ladybugs in annulo gules, 
marked sable.. 

Talon the Bastard. New alternate persona name for Talon mac Dubhagáin. 

Tankred Bras-de-Fer. New change of name from Tancred Bras-de-Fer.   

 

 

 

Tirloch of Tallaght. New badge.  (Fieldless) A bear passant argent, charged 
on the shoulder with a tau cross azure. 

 

 

 

 

Victoria Pringle. New name and device.  Sable, on a pile indented argent, a 
rose purpure.   

Wilhelm Wildemann mit den Hunden. New name.   

Yrmegard of Hawkwood. New name (See RETURNS for device). 

 

 

RETURNS: 

The following submissions have been returned for further work: 

Anders Knudsen. New device.  Per fess vert and sable, on a plate a raven 
sable.  There were both stylistic and conflict with the device.  Stylistically, the 
head of the bird was distinctly unlike the usual depiction of the raven or any 
other standard heraldic bird.  Also, this conflicts with the protected flag of 
Uganda (“Barry of six sable, Or, and gules, on a plate a crested crane 
proper.”).  Two differences are required between pieces of protected armory.  
There is one difference for the field, but the crested crane in most depictions 
of the Ugandan flag is close and largely sable, the two birds are different 
enough to avoid a conflict.  
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Baldric of Falkonmore.  Teglach Nuin.  New household name.  The name was returned on stylistic 
grounds because it does not follow the patterns for household names given in period sources.  While the 
use of teaghlach is documented from Krossa’s “Medieval Gaelic Clan, Household, and Other Group 
Names” (www.medievalscotland.org/scotnames/households.shtml) as one of two names for household 
that Krossa found in period sources, the same author very strongly indicates 
that such household names were only formed with names or other identifiers 
(e.g., titles) of persons, not with objects or animals.  Failing any 
documentation that household names in Gaelic were formed using letters of 
the alphabet in period, this household name must be returned. 

Gráinne ingen Lugdach.  New device.  Vert, a bend between two triquetrae 
Or.  This conflicts with Hálfdan langleggr’s device, registered in January, 
2003 (“Vert, a bend between a Viking ship and a thistle Or.”).  Two 
differences are required between pieces of armory for registration and here 
there is only one difference for the changing the type of secondary charges.   

Yrmegard of Hawkwood. New device.  Per fess Or and sable, a demi-sun Or 
issuant to base from the line of division.  Unfortunately, this technically 
conflicts with Reiner von Radewormwald (“Per bend sable and argent, a 
demi-sun issuant sinister from the line of division Or.”)  Two differences are 
required between pieces of armory for registration.  Here there is a clear 
difference for the field.  However, the change in position of the sun is forced 
by the modification of field so it cannot be counted separately for difference.   

PENDS: 

The following submissions have been pended for further information: 

Eibhlín inghean uí Chiaráin. New change of name from Alayne Kieran.  She allows any changes. She 
stated on her forms that this was a change of name from Alayne Kieran, but we have not yet found 
evidence of that name registration.  As we have not yet received a response to our query as to the 
kingdom and date of registration or previous submission, we cannot forward this to Laurel.  

Morgan Wrenne. New change of name from Raghnailt Morgane.  The submitter’s desire was to have a 
given name that was closer in pronunciation to her current use name of Ren combined with the already 
registered Morgane as a given name or (preferably) surname.  We have been able to document forms of 
the feminine given name Regina that are close to the desired spelling and pronunciation: Reine dated to 
1279 and Reyne from 1260.  We have pended the name submission to confirm with the submitter that 
Reine Morgane would be acceptable to her.  In the meantime her device has been submitted to Laurel 
under her currently registered name of Raghnailt Morgane. 

Samhran Catlin. New change of name? from Sameeah Caitlyn.  Unfortunately, no action type was 
checked on the paperwork so it is not clear whether this is a change of name or an alternate persona 
name.  Since we have not heard back from her, we are pending this until we determine if she wishes to 
release her current name or retain it as an alternate persona name.   

Your servant, 

Alisoun 
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